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We Can’t Stop the 
World—Just Buckle Our 
Spurs for the Ride

A s I write, a fi re races up the mountain a few miles east of me. Smoke mixes with 
 air already polluted by automobiles. Crews from several communities try to keep 
 the fi re out of conifers. Choppers, working like bees, take water from First Dam. 
 Planes circle overhead. A tanker drops red retardant to slow even redder fl ames. 

The Fire Marshall says they don’t know how it started.
It began near a new housing development, half-million-dollar houses built on mule deer 

winter range. Vegetation is mostly cheatgrass with islands of sagebrush and scrub maple 
that survived past fi res. Plants are tinder dry from drought. Any spark could send a wave 
of fl ames up the mountain into juniper and then fi r. The fi re has dropped a power line. 
If it is not stopped in the next half mile, it could be a big one.

Our land care profession started because rangelands in the late 19th century were barren 
and livestock were dying. People did not understand why the lush grasslands had 
disappeared, or more importantly, how to get them back into production.

Scientists responded to that specifi c social and economic need. Over the decades we 
learned how land communities develop, the causes for deterioration, and the conditions 
necessary for rebuilding those communities. We found that plant communities are 
mainly controlled by soil and available moisture. Each community has its unique web of 
interconnections and dependencies among biota, geologic material, and climate.

Eroded farmland, overgrazed rangelands, overcut forests, and surface mines are drasti-
cally disturbed lands. When the earth is turned upside down, land loses purpose and pro-
ductivity. Interconnectedness within natural communities is severed. Rehabilitation depends 
on re-establishing connections, mending relationships, and working with natural processes 
to form community.

Rehabilitating the burning mountain east of me will not consist simply of scattering 
seeds and protecting the area from grazing. Growing conditions and interconnections 
will not be the same as those of the cheat grass community before the fi re. Nor can we 
easily return to the conditions of the plant community the fi rst Europeans found there. The 
growing human population’s desire for McMansions has drastically disturbed land and its 
natural interconnectedness.

Geologic history tells us that there have been many catastrophic events that profoundly 
changed the earth. Meteors have hit our planet and created dust that closed out the sun for 
long periods of time. The earth has wobbled on its axis. Ice ages have come and gone. 
Populations of plants and animals were destroyed. Others changed or died because they 
could not adapt to the new conditions. New organisms evolved. And new relationships 
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between land and its inhabitants were formed. Communities 
were established and thrived—until the next drastic 
disturbance.

Some in the range management profession argue that 
if livestock grazing is removed from the land we have no 
reason to exist. They point to the direct relationship 
between the overgrazing in the late 1800s and the beginning 
of the profession. But to understand the need for land care 
pro fessions, we need to look at the biological, physical, 
social, and economic principles that govern healthy com-
munities, not just the health of a given industry or use of 
land.

This does not mean we abandon the Trail Boss image or 
deny our cowboy roots. It means we turn our scientifi c know-
ledge to the land and whatever communities it can support 
in a given environment—new or old. It matters little that 
the environment changed from causes beyond our control. 
We cannot stop the world, nor can we go back to the good 
old days. Our mission is to understand and work with 
change.

Today rangelands are plagued with drought, fl oods, and 
fi re. Hundreds of thousands of acres lie barren. Politicians 
declare whole states disaster areas. And they rush to sub-
sidize the inhabitants to rebuild their structures and indus-
tries. They rebuild in spite of good evidence that the basic 
environment is changing and the old communities might 
not fi t current situations.

Apparently we are on the cusp of one of those drastic, 
perhaps catastrophic, changes. The earth is warming. 
The amount of carbon dioxide in the air is increasing. An 
overwhelming majority of scientists believe those events are 
human-caused, primarily from increased burning of fossil 
fuels. A small, but vocal minority deny that the climate 
change is human caused. An even smaller minority say the 
climate is not changing.

The growing majority of public opinion and political 
action want to stop, or at least slow down, emissions that 
are related to the earth’s warming. The chances of stopping 
greenhouse gas production are very low. And even if we 
could stop all fossil fuel burning, the climate will continue 
to warm for generations. As the climate changes, land man-
agers will be called upon to devise systems to adapt. Our 
role, at least in the foreseeable future, is to apply principles 
we have learned to rapidly changing environment—climatic, 
social, and economic.

Perhaps we are fortunate to live in such unstable times. 
The process of adaptation to new conditions might well 
trigger a new wave of scientifi c understanding and social 
development. Biologists have long recognized that evolution 
is most rapid in disturbed areas. Organisms tend to mutate 
or cross with others when their lives are changed radically 
by environmental disruption. New species of grasses arise on 
road cuts, new forbs on mine dumps.

Scientists at the Smithsonian and our national Natural 
History Museum suggest that great moments in human 
evolution are associated with periods of rapid climatic 
change. During the last 5 million years there have been 67 
periods of wildly varying climate. It was during those times 
of rapid climate change that the great moments of human 
evolution occurred: walking upright, making tools, art, exit 
from Africa, and the development of Homo sapiens.

About 99% of the world’s scientists believe the earth 
is warming and that the cause is a buildup of greenhouse 
gases, mostly from burning fossil fuels. I, along with most 
land care professionals, am part of that majority. We might 
buy more fuel effi cient cars and cut energy use. But our 
main expertise is not in the macro-science level of climatic 
change. We are people who work with communities during 
change. We play close attention to trend, changes—both 
positive and negative—that we can measure.

To reverse a downward trend, land managers try to 
remove the cause for deterioration, and restore natural 
interrelationships within the community. We have a lot of 
research on how this is done. It has served us well in 
improving poorly managed rangelands, or cropland that is 
poorly husbanded. We have a good track record on bringing 
back lands that have been neglected or overused.

But our tried and true procedures for mismanaged land 
might not fi t drastically disturbed lands. Concepts of “state 
and transition” succession demonstrate that a point might 
be reached where the controlling factors (usually soils or 
climate) have changed enough that the old interrelation-
ships cannot be re-established. A new environment exists. 
A new community of new actors with their own special 
interconnections is more likely to succeed. We can use prin-
ciples of adaptation we learned wearing the trail boss hat to 
assure new and different communities are successful.

The burning benches east of me represent various levels 
of the prehistoric Lake Bonneville. When the fi rst white 
settlers came, the benchlands were covered with perennial 
grasses similar to the Palouse Prairie. Mountain sheep and 
elk were the main grazers. European use changed those 
communities to annual grass–sagebrush vegetation. Cattle in 
summer and mule deer in winter grazed the areas. Now 
grazers are gone. Luxury houses fi ll the landscape.

Soon the City Council, County Commissioners, State 
Department of Natural Resources, and USDA Forest Service 
will work together to get vegetative cover on the burned 
areas to keep mud slides out of the new neighborhoods. 

This fi re could be a metaphor for the future of western 
rangelands. The future of our land care profession might 
well depend on our ability to adapt. We can’t stop the world 
and get off. Buckle up your spurs for the ride.

Thad Box, thadbox@comcast.net.


